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GroupB
   Chocolate

Belgian
chocolate has
been a
European
delicacy for
hundreds of
years. It is said
that Henri
Escher, Mayor
of Zurich,
drank his first
cup of
chocolate on
the Grand
Place in
Brussels.
Being so
impressed with
its flavour, he
exported the
recipe to
Switzerland.
How much
chocolate
Belgium
produces each
year? 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)1,720 ton

B)17,200
ton

C)172,000
ton

   Antwoord van Team 2

B

Dit antwoord is fout!

C

Score: 0

http://85.255.207.58/UrbanGame/Login.aspx
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   De zwarte toren

As the harbour
of Brussels
moved away
and the docks
at the Katelijne
neighbourhood
were dried,
Brussels built
the gothic
Sint-Katelijne
church in
1845. You will
also find here
the Black
Tower and it
dates from ca
1200. It
survived the
wave of
demolition in
the 1880's
thanks to the
mayor of that
time. What
was the
original
function of this
monument? 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)a part of
a prison

B)a part of
the city
walls

C)a part of
a fortress

   Antwoord van Team 1

B

Dit antwoord is correct!

Score: 50

   de munt

Royal Theatre
of the Mint is a
theatre, which
played a
prominent role
in the
formation of
the Kingdom

   Antwoord van Team 1

B

Dit antwoord is correct!
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the Kingdom
of Belgium.
After the opera
La Muette de
Portici (The
Mute Girl of
Portici), riots
broke out
which became
the signal for
the Belgian
Revolution
and which led
to Belgian
independence.
From which
country
Belgium
became
independent? 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)France

B)The
Netherlands

C)Germany

Score: 50

   Homo Erectus

In this area are different gay bars; one of them is the
Homo Erectus. How do you recognize that a bar is
for gays or lesbians? 

Mogelijke antwoorden:

A)when there are mostly man inside

B)when their is a rainbow flag outside

C)when the beer is pink

   Antwoord van Team 2

B

Dit antwoord is correct!

Score: 50

   Theater toone

The origin of
the puppet
theatre goes
back up to the
area when
Belgium was

   Antwoord van Team 1

B
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Belgium was
reigned by the
Spanish king
Philippe II.
The comedians
were replaced
by wooden
puppets. This
kind of theatre
allowed the
illiterate
people to
remain in a
state of revolt
during the
Spanish
period. When
Theatre Toone
started and is
in the same
year as
Belgium
became
independent. 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)1730

B)1830

C)1930

Dit antwoord is correct!

Score: 50

   nero

The Brussels
waffle is a
known Belgian
dish, you can
buy them on
many streets.
It is
characterized
with a grid
pattern of
squares, how
many squares
has a Brussels
waffle? At the
end of the
Belgian comic
strip Nero, the
end of the
adventures is
celebrated by a

   Antwoord van Team 1

B

Dit antwoord is correct!
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celebrated by a
typical waffle
party (see
picture). 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)12

B)24

C)30

Score: 50

   Manneke pis

Manneke Pis
(Little Man
Pee) is

probably one
of Belgium
most famous
statues. There
are many
legends about
this little man.
One that he
pied on a
burning fuse
and saved the
city from
explosive
charges placed
at the city
walls. He is
regularly
dressed and
many woman
are jealous of
his wardrobe
(more than 800
pieces). There
are two other
peeing statues
in Brussels,
which one
does not exist?

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)a dog,
called
Zinneke

B)a

   Antwoord van Team 1

C

Dit antwoord is correct!
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B)a
woman,
called
Jeanneke

C)a cat,
called
Bruxcelke

Score: 50

   Manneke pis

Belgium is
famous for his
comic strips
like Asterix,
Lucky Luck,
the Smurfs and
many others.
Different walls
in Brussels are
decorated with
them. Which
famous
characters you
see in this
street and
appear in
Spielbergâ
!™s
animation
movie. 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)The
green
lantern

B)Wallace
and Gromit

C)Tintin â
!“ kuifje

   Antwoord van Team 2

C

Dit antwoord is correct!

Score: 50

   Delirium

Delirium
tremens is an
acute episode
of delirium
that is usually

   Antwoord van Team 1

C
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that is usually
caused by
withdrawal
from alcohol.
In the pub with
the pink
elephant one
does not need
to suffer from
this. This pub
is in The
Guinness
Book of
Records since
they have the
most types of
beers from
over 60
countries in
stock. How
many types of
beer? 

Mogelijke
antwoorden:

A)304

B)1004

C)2004

Dit antwoord is correct!

Score: 50

   St. Katelijne

Where you are
now (Sint
Katelijne),
there were
once harbour
basins and it
was a centre of
Brussels trade.
Later it
changed in a
fish market,
which
disappeared
again, but the
Brussels locals
still refer to
this area in
their strong
dialect as the
fish market, â
!œde vismetâ

  
Antwoord van

Team 1

Commentaar
van de Rechter:

Great picture :D
the full fifthy
points!!
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!œde vismetâ
!". In the
winter period a
big Christmas
market is
organised here
and it is
located in the
top 10 of best
Christmas
markets in
Europe. Make
a funny group
picture on this
square and
send to us.

Score: 50

   La becasse

La Becasse, "The Lark", is hidden away at the end
of a narrow passage, just near the Grand Place. The
bar is famous all over the city for its "jeune lambic
blanche", a refreshing white beer served in a stone
jug. The waiters wear monastic-style uniforms and
prepare the house speciality - delicious open
sandwiches of sourdough bread with Ardennes ham
or smoked herrings. Take a picture of the sign on the
ground of La BÃ©casse.

  
Antwoord van

Team 2

voila se bram
groetjes glenn

Commentaar
van de Rechter:

Merci Glenn! 50
punten om dat
gij het zijt :)

Score: 50

   suske en wiske

You are on the
Market Place,
the centre of
the town and is
surrounded by
ancient guild
houses of the
17th century.
This drawing
from 'The
Spanish Ghost'
of the comic

  
Antwoord van

Team 2

het staat ook op de
vlag se bram :)

Commentaar
van de Rechter:
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of the comic
strip â
!œSuske and
Wiskeâ!"
shows the
patron saint of
Brussels. You
can find him
back here on
the big market.
Find it, take a
picture and
send it to us

not the complete
good answer,
was on top of
tower. But 25 for
originality :p

Score: 25

   Bianca Castafiore

When Bianca
Castafiore, the
"Milanese
Nightingale" a
fictional
character in
The
Adventures of
Tintin of the
Belgian writer
HergÃ©, is
afraid, she first
thinks about
her jewels
(Ciel mes
Bijoux?!).
Which shop
reminds of
this? Take a
picture as a
proof.

  
Antwoord van

Team 1

Commentaar
van de Rechter:

Correctomundo!!

Score: 50

   De beurs

The beurs-
bourse is the
stock market
of Brussels.
Some statues
were made by
Auguste
Rodin. This
question
includes a
fragment of a
drawing from

  
Antwoord van

Team 2

Commentaar
van de Rechter:
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drawing from
"Pharaoh", a
strip of
Duchateau and
Hulet. In this
comic all
Brusselsâ!™
buildings
slowly
transform in
sand. Try to
take a picture
from the same
angle.

correct answer,
congrats!

Score: 50

Total score GroupB: 625

Team 1 Team 2 Team 3
400 225 0


